
First round of questions
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Reply:

The omega is reconstructed by π+π-π0, where the π0 have slight asymmetry 
resolution. It would make it hard to distinguish the resolution and width for 
omega. For example, if we use BWGaussian to describe the omega signal 
from MC, the fitted width is 11.5±0.1 MeV while the set width is 8.49 MeV 
from PDG. 
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Distorted background
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And for the second question about the distorted background shape. We 

think this is because the omega signal is not well described.



Distorted background
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Comparison of two methods
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Bad background description
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Bad background description
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Bad background description
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Bad background description
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Bad omega signal fit
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Bad omega signal fit
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Second round of questions
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Reply:

The efficiency curve is shown in the above picture, where the red solid line is the fitted result 

using the first order of polynomial, i.e. -0.06.4*M(π+π-π0)+0.35. The blue dashed line is the 

constant line (zero order of polynomial). The efficiency curve is almost constant line,  and 

there is no need to include it in the omega fitting, considering the omega’s narrow width.

(Question from Ismail)
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(1) MCshape + fixed shape (ρππ) + 2nd

polynomials
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Reply:

The fit to data with omega signal described by the MC shape and the background described 

by fixed ρππ shape and 2nd polynomials is shown above.  Here the solid blue line is the total 

fit, the red dashed line is the omega signal, green dashed line is the fixed ρππ shape and blue 

dashed line is 2nd polynomials contribution with parameters allowed to vary.

The fit result is still not good.
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Reply:

Considering the most contribution from background at [0.6,0.9] GeV are ρππ and π+π-π0π0

processes. The fit to data with omega signal described by the MC shape and the background 

described by fixed ρππ shape and fixed π+π-π0π0 shape have been tried and is shown above.  

Here the solid blue line is the total fit, the red dashed line is the omega signal, green dashed 

line is the fixed ρππ shape and blue dashed line is the fixed π+π-π0π0 shape.

The fit result is still not good.

(2)  MCshape + fixed shape (ρππ) + fixed shape (π+π-π0π0) 



(3) Double Crystal ball functions + 2nd

polynomials
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Reply:

Two crystal ball functions to omega signal and 2nd polynomials to background are also 

performed.

The fit have too many parameters and is not stable especially for the signal contribution, 

which subsequently effect the background contribution.

The is not a good choice even the total fit seems good.
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(4) Double Gaussian functions + 2nd polynomials

Reply:

Two Gaussian functions to omega signal and 2nd polynomials to background are also 

performed.

The fit seems good and the different Gaussian contributions may be explained by the 

different omega resolutions.

We will pick up this fit as the final result.
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(5) Double Gaussian functions + fixed shape (ρππ) + 
fixed shape (π+π-π0π0) 

(double check)

Reply:

Considering the most contribution from background at [0.6,0.9] GeV are ρππ and π+π-π0π0

processes. The fit to data with omega signal described by the double Gaussian functions 

and the background described by fixed ρππ shape and fixed π+π-π0π0 shape have been tried 

as a double check and is shown above.

The total fit seems good and the fitted omega signal has 19732 events, which is consistent 

with that of double Gaussian functions + 2nd polynomials (19772 events).



Comparison between our result 
and Martin’s measurement 
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Reply:

From the left plot, we can find our measurement and Martin’s measurement are 

consistent well. 

Also we try to fit the line shape with only our cross section. The comparison between 

the fitted line and Martin’s measurement are shown in the right plot. The subplot 

gives the relative differences and the red line is the zero constant line.
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Third round of questions



Γ(m) = Γ0 ∙
𝑉𝑚

𝑉𝑚0

Fitting Function:

Vm is the three body PHSP space factor 

Fits are still not good.
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Comparison of MC and fixed 
shape from data fit

Black dots are the Signal MC and red line is the fixed double Gaussian shapes from data fit.

Fitted double Gaussian shapes are wider than signal MC
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Underestimate 720 events
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